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Behavior-based Safety (BBS) can easily be credited with a long history of helping organizations improve safety but, unfortunately, it has also been linked to a history of controversy. This article will describe what BBS is and is not, offer an overview of the common objections to BBS, and provide evidence for the effectiveness of well-designed and managed BBS processes.

Wikipedia provides the following definition of Behavior-based Safety:

Behavior-Based Safety (BBS) is the ‘application of science of behavior change to real world problems’. BBS ‘focuses on what people do, analyzes why they do it, and then applies a research-supported intervention strategy to improve what people do.’ At its very core BBS is based on a larger scientific field called Organizational Behavior Analysis.

To be successful a BBS program must include all employees, from the CEO to the floor associates. To achieve changes in behavior, a change in policy, procedures and/or systems most assuredly will also need some change.

Using the above definition as a guide, it is important to point out that BBS has been around for over 20 years. Many providers of BBS services have sprung up through the years, and the number of internally-developed BBS programs has increased because of its popularity and longevity. As a result, the quality of the services and programs has varied considerably and resulted in BBS becoming somewhat of a catch phrase for a broad range of programs, thus leading to its reputation becoming somewhat diluted.

Terry Matthis explained it best in the October 2009 issue of EHS Today, “The truth is that BBS is a label applied to everything from safety incentive tokens to some very rigid and structured processes…. Putting a single label on all these varied methods is misleading and inaccurate.”

In fact, many of the objections to BBS are founded either on misinformation about what BBS is and/or on poorly implemented BBS processes. A well-designed and executed BBS process avoids all of following the commonly shared criticisms:
• **BBS “blames the worker.”** Critics point to the statement made by supporters, particularly in the early days of BBS, that 80% of accidents are the result of unsafe acts. They say that without looking at the hazards, this statistic is misleading. They point out, rightly so, that without a hazard there would be no accident. However, a good BBS process never blames the worker. It sets out to understand causes of accidents and near misses and correct them through whoever’s behavior is appropriate. Hazard remediation often requires behavior change from supervisors or managers; equipment redesign requires behavior change of engineers. There is no “blame,” which implies criticism and/or discipline, in a good BBS process; there is just a focus on who needs to do what to improve.

• **BBS results in underreporting because it includes incentives for not having accidents.** This is absolutely false. Good BBS programs do not include incentives for going for periods without an accident precisely because it is understood that this may lead to underreporting. Instead positive reinforcement is delivered after safe behaviors and improvements in safe behaviors over time. The focus is on celebrating improvements in behavior, not the lack of accidents. The strategy is to strengthen behaviors that prevent accidents (both frontline and management behaviors) and incident rate will take care of itself.

• **BBS shifts company focus and resources away from hazards and focuses exclusively on employee behavior.** Critics site examples of where this has happened in organizations and such examples are extremely unfortunate misuses of BBS. Credible providers and users of BBS never promote BBS as a replacement for anything being done within an organization’s safety system. Further, they never promote it as “taking the place of a comprehensive health and safety program,” as the critics allege. Unfortunately, any tool can be misused, often with detrimental effects.

• **BBS ignores the hierarchy of controls.** Those who implement well-designed BBS programs often report just the opposite—that by doing observations of work, employees are more likely to be able to identify engineering controls or elimination interventions that remove the need for behavioral change. The bottom line is that all parties in this debate share the same goal: to improve safety. The debate comes down to what you believe about the nature of workplace injuries.

1. **Do you believe that safety is 100% about fixing hazards and has nothing to do with behavior?** Some unions say it is. The logical extension of that is that all hazards can be removed in a workplace…all of them. In the USW article (undated) they state: “We do recognize the possibility of human error on the job. Our goal is to see that workplaces, jobs and equipment are designed in ways that recognize that possibility and assure that dire consequences will not result from inevitable human error.” Their mantra is “fix the job, not the worker.” The assumption here is that all hazards can be removed.

2. **Do you believe that safety is 100% about frontline behavior and not about hazards?** Poorly designed BBS programs may say it is. The logical extension of this belief is that there is no need to look at hazards, just get people to behave in ways that protect them, no matter what.

3. **Do you believe the truth is in-between?** Do you believe that safety is about identifying and removing hazards AND, when hazards cannot be removed (e.g., we must drive on freeways with other vehicles, we must deal with toxic chemicals if we are a chemical company), is it also about changing
our behavior to keep ourselves as safe as possible in the presence of those hazards?

If you subscribe to the belief of number 3, then a well-designed and executed BBS program can be a helpful addition to a safety program that includes (among other things) a well-executed hazard identification and remediation process. In fact, good BBS programs include hazard identification and remediation as one element, often a big part of what management is held accountable for in the program.

Like anything else, it is easy to find horror stories of BBS programs gone awry. But any safety tool can be misused and/or abused. We all know of audit programs that are pencil-whipped and safety training that is less-than-effective. Does that mean we should stop doing audits and training? No. It means we need to carefully design such programs and then monitor them for quality.

Setting the Record Straight on Effective BBS

Tackling typical criticisms of BBS is only a first step in understanding how it should and should not be applied in an organization. To set the record straight, effective BBS programs must include the following:

- Involvement of both employees and management
- Clear definitions of behaviors expected at all levels
- Target behaviors derived from safety assessments, incident data, near-miss data and observation
- Observation of target behaviors
- Feedback on target behaviors
- Target behaviors for supervisors, managers and executives to improve, including measurement and feedback on those behaviors
- A process for identifying and remediating unsafe conditions (hazards) as well as improving consistency of safe behavior

Programs that do not meet the above criteria are destined to be less than effective at best and detrimental at worst.

There are no issues identified by critics of BBS that cannot be dealt with in a good BBS process. Most of the issues are things that should never be in any BBS process to begin with. Others are issues that organizations can find compromise on. Hazard identification and remediation is a good example. It is a critical part of safety and if an organization currently has a weak system, then use BBS to bolster that system and add the much needed accountability to ensure it happens. BBS is about everyone’s behavior, not just the frontline. A good BBS system identifies important supervisor, management and executive behavior that is required to ensure the frontline has a safe physical environment and the support they need to work safely.

BBS properly applied is not about blaming the worker or about ignoring hazards. It is about identifying what needs to change to improve safety and establishing positive accountability for the behaviors at all levels and parts of the organization to ensure those changes happen.

Examples: BBS Done Right

Summarized below are articles, published in refereed journals, which demonstrate the effectiveness of BBS programs. Additional evidence of the effectiveness of BBS can be found in organizational case studies. For example, Behavior Safety Now, a highly regarded annual conference, has hosted hundreds of companies reporting on their successful BBS programs over its 14 year history. Many of the presenters are frontline employees. In addition, many safety text books (e.g., Removing Obstacles to Safety, Agnew & Snyder;
Leading with Safety, Kraus) include case studies of companies and workers who have successful experiences with BBS.

Petroleum Refinery
A study published in 2010 (Myers, McSween, Medina, Rost and Alvero) provides data from a twenty-year study in a petroleum refinery demonstrating efficacy of the BBS process with data collected before, during, and long after implementation of BBS. The plant-wide implementation was complete by 1998. Overall, the implementation was associated with an 81% decrease in recordable incidents over twenty years; a 79% decrease in lost-time cases (data available from 1987-2003) and a 97% savings in annual workers’ compensation costs over an eight-year period (2000-2007).

Automobile Parts Plant
Hermann, Ibara and Hopkins (2010) conducted a study in Mexico in which the safety program integrated BBS and traditional safety methods. They looked at seven years of safety data to examine the effects of the safety program on worker injury. In this instance the injury rates in the experimental plant were significantly lower than the rates in the control plants despite the fact that the pre-BBS implementation injury rates were far higher in the experimental plant. The researchers addressed the common objection to BBS (that the reporting of injuries goes down while the actual injury rate does not) by gathering data from physicians whose salary was dependent on having injuries to treat. The rate of serious (hard to hide) injuries (such as fractures and amputations) also decreased providing further evidence of actual decrease in injury. The researchers identified both proximal safety behaviors (behavior by the worker designed to improve safety such as using proper lifting techniques and distal behaviors (i.e., management decisions and processes such as maintaining equipment and providing appropriate tools; examining and improving safety processes and assigning more money to the safety budget).

United States Department of Energy
In 2002 the Department of Energy issued a draft report in which it describes the application and benefits of the BBS process in various DOE facilities. Impacts on safety are presented via OSHA incident rates and specific facility data on radiation exposure and other hazards. One of the positive side effects of BBS reported by the DOE is increased employee engagement. This report highlights before and after implementation of BBS in key DOE facilities such as the Westinghouse Savannah River Company and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

Glass Manufacturing
In the mid-2000s, BBS was instituted in EuroKera, a ceramic-glass manufacturing company with 500 employees. After three years the safety director gave this report: “When the facility began the BBS process, the recordables stood at 24.2 and the lost time accidents at 2.69.” Currently (when the article was written in 2010) the recordable rate is 4.2 and lost time accidents are zero. Ninety-seven percent of the frontline employees
Conduct peer-to-peer observations and feedback, but the focus was not exclusively on frontline behavior. Managers, supervisors and executives also changed their behavior, including decisions made at the executive level. For example, the Company’s EHS Policy states that no equipment will be purchased or installed without doing a safety evaluation on the equipment first.

On October 31, 2011 Eurokera was named one of the 12 Safest Companies in America by *EHS Today*.

**Sustainability**

*If gains are to be made with BBS can they be maintained?*

The data clearly shows that outcome measures changed in a good direction following implementation of a BBS process. Interestingly, when long-term outcomes were assessed, outcome measures improved over time. Krause, Seymour and Sloat (1999) published a long-term evaluation of a behavior-based method for improving safety performance. They examined up to five years of injury data collected from 73 companies (identified as chemical, petroleum, paper and other) implementing BBS.

“Comparisons of pre- to post-initiative incident levels across groups revealed a significant decrease in incidents following the behavior-based safety implementation…. The average reduction from baseline amounted to 26% in the first year increasing to 69% by the fifth.”

**In Summary**

The research and case studies referred to in this article provide substantial evidence that well-designed and well executed BBS programs increase employee safety, and improved results (such as reduced incidents and lost time injuries), can endure, and even improve, over time.
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